Abstract: number agreement systems often present traces of older elements common to different languages of the same family; thus, their emergence is difficult to reconstruct. one possible origin of such systems is the grammaticalization of plural words into bound morphemes, which, as a result of a long process, develop into agreement markers and may become obligatory. Various investigations have provided evidence for this hypothesis. However, the complete process of change from a system with no number as grammatical category into a number agreement system in a single language has not been documented. this paper analyses documents covering different stages of the development of the nheengatu language from tupinambá in order to observe how the number agreement system emerged in modern nheengatu. By doing so, this paper supports the idea that grammaticalization may have occurred rapidly in intense contact situations.
(1) tuPinAMbá <ojucâ> 3 o-juca 3.A-kill 'He kills' / 'they kill' (Anchieta, 1990, p. 17v) (2) nheengAtu (a) u-juka (b) ta-juka 3Sg.A-kill 3Pl.A-kill 'He kills' 'they kill' the aim of this paper is to describe the grammatical changes that have contributed to the rise of the number agreement system in nheengatu. the paper is organized as follows: the next section gives a brief introduction of the history of the social development of tupinambá into nheengatu. the following section indicates the sources used in this study. the fourth section of this article focuses on the beginning of the process of change, by observing the grammaticalization of a plural word in 18th century Brasílica. the fifth section deals with the restructuration of the pronominal system in the 19th century nheengatu. it shows the emergence of a third person plural pronoun, which provides the morphological material for the rise of number agreement. the sixth section shows the grammaticalization of this pronoun into prefixes of third person plural, used for expressing number agreement. Additionally, this section shows that the new-born third person plural prefixes are used as one of the criteria for distinguishing two varieties of currently spoken nheengatu: the negro-içana variety spoken by Baré and Baniwa peoples, and the Xié variety spoken by Warekena people. the seventh section draws a hypothesis on how the contact with other languages can have triggered or at least accelerated the arising of a number agreement system in nheengatu. the concluding section summarizes the process.
oVERViEW oF THE SoCiAL HiSToRY oF NHEENGATU

in the 16
th century, Portuguese colonizers landed on the northern coast of Brazil, where they established contact with tupinambá people. some colonizers fathered children with local tupinambá women. these children, their Portuguese fathers, and their indigenous families formed a new tupinambá-speaking society: the caboclo 5 society. in 1616, the first Portuguese settlement in Amazonia was created with the foundation of Belém do Pará. it was from there that caboclo people, Portuguese colonizers and Jesuit missionaries started to occupy larger portions of the Amazon. When the caboclo people moved deeper into the Amazon region, they came into contact with speakers of many other indigenous languages. due to this migration, tupinambá became increasingly used for communication in the Amazon: the caboclo people used it to communicate among themselves, the colonizers used it to speak with indigenous groups, and indigenous groups used it to communicate with each other if they had no language in common (rodrigues, 1996a; Bessa freire, 2004) . As tupinambá was spread deeper into the Amazon region, it underwent changes and became known as língua geral Brasílica (oliveira, 2008; Lee, 2005) .
in the 18 th century, Brasílica expanded along different rivers of the Amazon and evolved into different varieties (Bessa freire, 2004) . in the 19 th century Brasílica was called nheengatu 6 , a name still used by the remaining speakers. Based on the analysis of 19 th century documents, felix (2002) recognized eleven varieties of the language: solimões, Juruá, Upper rio negro, Low rio negro, tapajós, Low tocantins, Monte Alegre, Ereré, santarém, Mudurukú and Mawé. despite the widespread use of nheengatu's varieties, they had been mostly replaced by Portuguese by the early 19 th century. Even though nheengatu was disappearing in most parts of Amazonia in the 19 th century, the language continued expanding in the Upper rio negro. there, nheengatu speakers came into contact with other languages, such as Baré, Baniwa, and Warekena from the Arawakan family; tukano from the tukanoan family; dâw from the nadahup family (Cabalzar; ricardo, 2006) . the outcome of this linguistic contact was varied: while the tukano, the dâw and the Baniwa from the Upper içana have kept their original languages, the Baniwa from the Lower rio içana, the Warekena from the rio Xié and the Baré from rio negro have switched from their original languages to nheengatu. the beginning of the language shift process was registered in the early 20th century by Koch Grünberg: diese Aufnahme stellt sich insofern schwieriger, als die Leute fast kein spanisch, sondern nur Uerekéna, Baniwa und Lingoa geral verstehen. da helfe ich mit meinem Baniwa-Vokabular, oder der Patrão verdolmetscht es ihnen aus dem spanischen in die Lingoa geral.
[ the bilingualism between nheengatu and Warekena, and the bilingualism between nheengatu and Baniwadescribed by Koch Grünberg in 1903 -, did not remain. during the 20th century, the Warekena from the rio Xié switched from their original language to nheengatu. the same occurred with the Baniwa from the Lower içana and the Baré from rio negro, who also switched to nheengatu 7 . After these language shifts from Arawakan languages to nheengatu, there was an intensification of the use of Portuguese in the region. As a result, the Baré people in the Lower and Middle rio negro, who had previously switched from Baré to nheengatu, switched from nheengatu to Portuguese. nheengatu was more resistant to Portuguese in the Upper rio negro region, where nheengatu remains the first language of the Baré, the Warekena, and the Baniwa of Lower içana. these three groups have different degrees of bilingualism: while Baré and Baniwa communities tend to be bilingual in nheengatu and Portuguese, the Warekena communities are predominantly monolingual in nheengatu.
SoURCES FoR THiS STUDY
Even though the development of tupinambá into nheengatu is a continuous process, the analysis of the emergence of the number agreement system in the modern language can be simplified by the recognition of different stages of development. the periodization proposed here is based on the external history of nheengatu, as studied by Bessa freire (2004) and summarized in the previous section.
four stages of development can be proposed. the first stage is tupinambá, as it was spoken in the 16 th and 17 th century and described by Anchieta (1990) . it corresponds to the initial stage, before its use in the colonization as língua geral. the sources used for the analysis of this stage are the grammar written by Anchieta (1990) , and a collection of letters written by diogo da Costa to Pedro Poti in the 17 th century and edited by sampaio (1906) . Additional data is provided by Lemos Barbosa (1956) and rodrigues (1996a) .
the second stage corresponds to the period of expansion of tupinambá as a língua geral, replacing other languages. to highlight the changes in the language and its use in colonization, it is called Brasílica (from "língua geral Brasílica"). data provided by Lemos Barbosa (1956) is used for observing this stage of development.
the third documented stage is 19 th century nheengatu. in this period there were different varieties of nheengatu spoken in the Amazon. since the focus of this paper is on the emergence of number agreement in the nheengatu spoken in the rio negro, the only source used for this stage is the collection of texts gathered by Barbosa rodrigues (1890) in the rio negro region. the last stage, 21 st century nheengatu, consists of two varieties of currently spoken nheengatu: the negro-içana variety spoken in Upper rio negro and Lower içana rivers by Baré and Baniwa groups; and the Xié variety spoken in Xié river by Warekena people. the data from the Xié-variety was collected during fieldworks conducted in 2007 and 2014, while the data from the negro-içana variety was collected in 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2013. 
THE GRAMMATiCALiZATioN oF A PLURAL WoRD iN THE LÍNGUA GERAL BRASÍLiCA
Languages of the tupi-Guarani family are well known for not having morphology to express number distinctions (Jensen, 1999, pp. 151-152) . tupinambá, considered one of the most conservative tupi-Guarani languages, represents an initial stage in which no number distinctions were grammatically expressed: "plural can be understood by the context" (Anchieta, 1990, p. 8v) 8 . in typological analysis of the number category (Corbett, 2004) , tupinambá can be classified as a language in which there is 'general number'. in this type of language, the meaning of a noun can be expressed without reference to number. for instance, a noun such as oka expresses 'house', but the use of this form does not commit the speaker to refer to a unique house: there can be one or more houses. in order to refer explicitly to one or to more than one entity, the quantifiers ojepe 'one' and c-eta 'many' are available. Anchieta (1990, p. 8) explicitly mentions that eta is used only to indicate a great number and translates it as "todos, tantos, quantos, muitos" [all, many, lots] 9 . the word ojepé is translated by Anchieta (1990, p. 42) as both 'one' and 'once', as shown in (3), (4) and (5). in example (3) the quantifier ojepé occurs with a verb, and it is translated as 'once'. notice that in example (4), the word ojepé 'one' occurs before the noun, whereas in example (5) it occurs postposed to the noun. 8 in the original words: "o plural se entende pelo que se trata." 9 to the best of our knowledge, there is no study that investigates what leads a speaker to choose implicit or explicit number. 10 nheengatu differs from tupinambá in the categorization of numerals. While numerals in tupinambá are adverbs; in nheengatu, numerals have turn into modifiers that occur inside nPs (Cruz, 2013 (Anchieta, 1990, p. 9v) 'one woman' (Anchieta, 1990, p. 9v) Although a more thorough analysis is needed, the translation given by Anchieta, and its occurrence before and after a noun seems to indicate that the word ojepé does not function as a modifier in the nP, but rather as an adverbial quantifier 10 . Evidence supporting this hypothesis comes from the analysis of genetically related languages. in several descriptions of languages of the tupi-Guarani branch of the tupian family, numerals share their properties with adverbs. for instance, in Kamaiurá numerals can be combined with nominalizers that are specifically used with adverbs (seki, 1990, p. 78) . in Apyãwa (tapirapé), numerals, as adverbs, do not occur as nominal modifiers, and may occur in any position of the clause (Praça, 2007, p. 149) . in Ava, numerals have the same properties as words with adverbial function (Borges, 2006, p. 181) . the adverbial properties of numerals can also be found in languages of other branches of the tupian family. in Karitiana, from the Ariken branch of tupian family, numerals are analysed as adverbial quantifiers (Müller; sanchez-Mendes, 2008) . in that language, numerals may take scope over nPs or VPs. the fact that numerals occur with nPs and VPs is presented as evidence that they do not function as modifiers inside an nP, but rather as adverbs. According to the authors, numerals in Karitiana do not express multiplicity of entities, but the idea that an event occurs more than once.
in tupinambá nouns can be combined with the form etá to explicitly express multiple entities, as given in examples (6), (7) and (8) below. the formal and functional characterization of etá, translated as 'many; many times' by Anchieta (1990) , in tupinambá is still not clear. syntactically, etá occurs immediately after the nucleus of the nP, as illustrated in example (7) below. Morphologically, the form etá can be inflected with person markers', as illustrated in example (8) below. since it can be inflected, etá has the status of an independent word in tupinambá.
11 in this work s-is analyzed as third person, since it occurs in the same paradigm as other personal prefixes. 12 for further discussion on the distinction between nouns and verbs in tupi-Guarani verbs, see Queixalós (2006) , Meira (2006) 'yours' 'his / hers/ its / theirs ' (sampaio, 1906, p. 296) the classification of etá as a noun or a verb is still a matter of debate
12
. According to rodrigues (1996b), in tupinambá, only nouns can be inflected with person prefixes of set ii. if this is the case, etá is classified as a 'noun'. Leite (2003, p. 18) shows evidence that tupinambá should be classified as an active language. in her analysis, the set ii cannot be used as a property that defines nouns and verbs in tupi-Guarani languages. instead, nouns and verbs can occur as predicates and arguments, but only verbs can occur with nominalizers. if this is the case, etá can be classified as a stative verb.
Evidence from Kamaiurá supports the analysis of etá as a stative verb. According to seki (1990, p. 456) , in that language, the cognate word (h)etã ~ (r)etã 'be a lot' is classified as a 'descriptive verb'.
According to Lemos Barbosa (1956) , during the colonial stage of development of this language (called Brasílica) the use of the word etá 'many' had become a strategy for highlighting plurality 13 . rodrigues (1996a, p. 13) analysed this change as grammaticalization of the word etá 'many' into a 'plural word'. in (9), examples given by Lemos Barbosa for the use of etá in Brasílica are provided:
'garças-brancas' (Lemos Barbosa, 1956, p. 45) 13 in Lemos Barbosa's words: "no tupi colonial, passou-se a empregar etá 'muitos' para realçar a pluralidade" [in the colonial tupi, etá 'many' started to be employed for highlighting the plurality] (translation added). 14 Lemos Barbosa uses the symbol (') to indicate that the non-stressed final vowel a is suppressed when combined with etá. 'two boys got lost in the middle of the forest.' (Barbosa rodrigues, 1890, p. 49) the process of grammaticalization of etá from 'many' to a plural word had continued in the development of Brasílica into nheengatu. Alongside with the increase in its use for indicating plurality, the word etá had lost semantic content: from a lexical word meaning 'many', to a grammatical word used to mark the general category of plural. Evidence that the grammaticalization of the plural word has resulted in loss in semantic content can be found in data provided by Barbosa rodrigues for the 19 th century nheengatu spoken in the rio negro. in this variety, the plural word etá can be used even with numerals that indicate low quantity, such <mocoin> 'two', thus, it no longer means 'lots', as it was the case in tupinambá. Examples (10a) and (10b) shows the variation of use of the plural word with numerals:
Moreover, while in the 16 th century tupinambá, the word etá could be inflected by prefixes belonging to person markers of set ii, the inflection is no longer available in nheengatu. Grammaticalization also caused the loss of phonetic substance, from etá into ita ~ ta.
GRAMMATiCALiZATioN iNTo A THiRD PERSoN PLURAL PRoNoUN the grammaticalization of a plural word creates phonological and morphological material for the emergence of a third person plural pronoun, the source for the development of number agreement in 21 st century nheengatu. in order to understand the emergence of number agreement in the current stage of development of this language, it is necessary to describe the situation of the language in the 19 th century. in the first subsection below the restructuration of the pronominal system from tupinambá to 19 th century nheengatu is analysed. then, in the next subsection, the new pronominal system is discussed in relation to other grammatical properties of 19 th century nheengatu.
RESTRUCTURATioN oF THE PRoNoMiNAL SYSTEM: FRoM TUPiNAMBÁ To 19 TH CENTURY NHEENGATU
Languages of the tupi-Guarani family generally do not use number as a grammatical category in their pronominal system. tupinambá has a series of free pronouns and four series of person markers for cross-reference on verbs and nouns. the pronouns and person prefixes distinguish speaker and listener. Additionally, the pronominal system distinguishes the conjunction of speaker and listener, called first person inclusive, from the conjunction of speaker and a third participant, called first person exclusive. the expression of external participants is made by demonstratives, without differentiating singular from plural. in table 2 the pronominal system of tupinambá is presented.
According to Jensen (1998) , set i occurs exclusively with verbs. set ii occurs with nouns, postpositions, and verbs. set iii occurs with intransitive verbs to indicate that its unique argument is co-referential to the subject (or unique argument) of the verb of the main clause. set iV has two portmanteau markers, oro-and opo-that refer simultaneously to agent and patient (rodrigues, 2010, p. 34) . the prefix oro-refers simultaneously to first singular agent and second singular patient, or to first plural agent and second singular patient. for instance, orosúβ is translated both as 'i visit you (Sg)' and as 'We visit you (Sg)'. the prefix opo-refers simultaneously to first singular agent and second plural patient, or to first plural agent and second plural patient. for instance, oposúβ is translated both as 'i visit you (Pl)' and as 'We visit you (Pl)'
15
. during the development of nheengatu from tupinambá, sets iii and iV disappeared. in nheengatu set i occurs with transitive and active intransitive verbs to indicate the subject. set ii indicates complements of nouns and postpositions and the unique argument of inflectional stative verbs. in the description of nheengatu, the traditional terminology of the four sets of prefixes is not used. instead, the paradigm cognate to set i is called (A) for agentive; whereas the cognates of set ii are called non-agentive (nA). Additionally, the forms for first person exclusive disappeared, and the formerly first person plural inclusive morpheme is used as first person plural whether referring to the speaker and listener, or to the speaker and a third participant. furthermore, two third person pronouns emerged: aʔɛ 'third person singular' and aeta ~ aita 'third person plural'. the nheengatu pronoun aʔɛ evolved from the tupinambá demonstrative aʔɛ, described by rodrigues (2010, p. 27) as 'far from the speaker; non-visual; possessed'. the properties of being far from the speaker and of being non-visual have been lost. the nheengatu pronoun aeta ~ aita 'third person plural' results from a fusion of aʔɛ 'third person singular ' and eta 'plural word'. stradelli (1929, p. 363) mentions that the intermediary form aeta was still found in the 19 th century, although he explicitly mentions that aita was already the most common form. the schema in (11) illustrates the fusion of aʔɛ 'demonstrative' with eta ~ ita 'plural'. 
in the 19 th century, the pronominal system of nheengatu radically differs from the original pronominal system of tupinambá. in table 3, the pronominal system and the respective person markers of 19 th century nheengatu are presented. notice that nheengatu has only one form for indicating first person plural, and has two pronouns to indicate the third person: a singular and a plural one.
Even though 19 th century nheengatu has free pronouns to indicate the opposition between third person singular and plural, the same opposition does not occur in the prefixes of the active and non-active series. the prefix u-indicates 'third person, active', unspecified for number, thus, it occurs either when the subject is singular, as illustrated in (12), or when the subject is plural, as illustrated in (13) and (14) below. the category of plural is indicated in the subject nP by the grammatical word etá modifying its nucleus, such as in (13), or by the newly emerged pronoun aitá 'third person plural', such as in (14) .
the prefixes i-and s-17 mark 'third person singular, non-active'. they are exclusively used to indicate third person singular. for indicating plural, the 19 th century nheengatu uses a genitive construction, in which aita occurs as the possessor and any other noun occurs as the possessed, as shown in (15). structurally, aita occurs in the same position as any other noun in the position of possessor. for instance, in (16), the noun makaka 18 'monkey' occurs as possessor and the noun peá 'heart' occurs as possessed.
17 the choice between i-and s-is lexically determined. 18 At this point of the analysis of 19 th century nheengatu, it is not yet possible to verify if makaka should be analyzed as makak-a 'monkeyreFer' or as makaka 'monkey'. since this analysis is not relevant for the description of the rise of number agreement in nheengatu, the referrers will not be taking into consideration in the gloss. 
CENTURY NHEENGATU
As shown in table 3 in the previous section, the grammaticalization of aita 'third person plural' does not coincide with an emergence of prefixes of third person plural neither in active (A) series nor in the non-active (nA) series. the pronoun aita 'third person plural' occurs as subject of transitive and agentive intransitive verbs, but the verb is inflected by the prefix u-'third person', which does not make reference to the grammatical category of number. the variety of nheengatu spoken in rio negro in the 19 th century allows null subject. thus, transitive and agentive intransitive verbs occur inflected by prefixes of set A with no necessity of a pronominal nP in the position of subject. the examples in (17) illustrate the use of verbs inflected by the prefixes of set A with no nP in the position of subject.
since 19 th century nheengatu is a pro-drop language, transitive and agentive intransitive verbs do not require the presence of an nP in the position of subject. However, the lack of a prefix to indicate 'third person plural' gives rise to the necessity of expressing the subject by a lexically manifested nP or by the pronoun aeta ~ aita 'third person plural'. in the discursive sequence in (18), the pronoun aeta ~ aita occurs before verbs in which the aita refers to the subject, creating the structure aita u-VERB. this is the case for the verbs <u-çu> 'go', <u-acema> 'find' in the first line; <u-iuúca> 'take', <u-çaam> 'wait' in the second line; <u-acema> 'find' and <u-iapy> 'shoot' in the third line. in the fourth and fifth lines, the subjects of the verbs <u-euêo> 'fly', <u-iure> 'go back' and <u-iumu> 'shoot' refer to a third singular participant 'in the morning they went there. they found an arrow. then, they shot the arrow, then they tried it on the bird, they found the bird flying, they shot, the arrow flied and went back to him, and hit him, he fell, then that boy died.' (Barbosa rodrigues, 1890, p. 30) 19 . in pro-drop languages the expression of the subject by a pronoun is rare, occurring only in emphatic situations. the occurrence of the pronoun aita in every sentence of example (18) is, thus, unexpected. However, in 19 th century nheengatu there is no prefix to indicate third person plural. instead, prefix u-'third person' indicates both singular and plural. in order to make clear that the subject is plural, the speakers make frequent use of the subject nP aita. the high frequency of the structure aita u-VERB provides the morphological material for the emergence of prefixes indicating a third person plural. the emergence of such prefixes will be shown in the next section.
THE RiSE oF NUMBER AGREEMENT iN THE 21
ST CENTURY NHEENGATU in conservative varieties of nheengatu, the third person plural pronoun is found as a free form (ainta, aita, aetá) , as illustrated by (19) and (20); or as a proclitic ta=, as illustrated by (21). Example (19) was registered by Moore, facundes, and Pires (1993) . Examples in (20) and (21) were produced by an 81 year-old woman, who is bilingual in Warekena and nheengatu. the clitic form ta=, which combines with the verb inflected with the third person prefix u-, unspecified for number, has provided the phonological material for the emergence of a third person plural. Phonetically, both the clitic ta= and the prefix u-are pronounced by the older speakers. thus, a verb such as ta=u-putari in the example (21) above is realized as [taw.pu.ˈta.ɾi] by older speakers.
in the younger generation a phonological fusion between the earlier clitic ta= and the prefix u-gives rise to a third person plural prefix, which distinguishes two dialects of nheengatu. in the negro and içana variety the third person plural prefix is ta-'third person plural, active', as illustrated in (22) below. in the Xié variety the combination of clitic ta= and the prefix u-gives rise to the prefix tu-'third person plural, active', as illustrated in (23) indicates the relation between a noun and its possessor. the frequency of the use of ainta as the possessor in the genitive construction seems to have contributed to the emergence of the prefix ta-'third person plural non-active' in both içana-negro variety and Xié variety. in examples (24) and (25) below, the use of ta-'third person plural non-active' is shown. notice that in negro-içana variety, the prefix ta-'third person plural, non-active' is homophonous with the prefix of ta-'third person plural active', whereas in the Xié variety, the prefix of 'third person plural non-active' is ta-and the prefix of 'third person plural active' is tu-. With the emergence of the prefixes for third person plural, the pronominal system became more symmetrical in comparison to the pronominal system of the 19 th century variety. the distinction between third person singular and third person plural is present among the pronouns, the prefixes of the active series, and the prefixes of the non-active series. table 4 below shows the pronominal system of 21 st century nheengatu. the restructuration of the pronominal system has provided the morphological material for the possibility of agreement between subject nP and verbs. in (26) the subject nP (panhe ita musapi) agrees in number with the verb tariku, and the object nP tarimiku ita (in conjuction with the object nP taraira) is marked by a prefix for third the agreement between subject nP and the verb is not obligatory. in (28) the subject nP does not occur with the plural marker ita and the verbs occur inflected by third person plural.
in examples (25) and (26), there is agreement between the subject-nP and the verb, whereas in (28) the verb tu-sika is marked by the plural prefix, but the subject-nP is left unmarked. on the current state of this research, it is not clear which factors are correlated to the presence of number agreement between subject and verb.
MULTiPLE iNFLUENCES iN THE RiSE oF NUMBER AGREEMENT iN NHEENGATU
As stated in the introduction, the development from tupinambá to nheengatu can be divided into four stages. the main changes in each stage are summarized in the diagram below.
in order to better understand the whole process of the rise of number agreement, the sociolinguistic background of each stage should be taken into account. the need of considering each stage individually comes from the fact that the history of the development from tupinambá into Brasílica and then into nheengatu is not homogenous: there are stages in which the potential influence of Portuguese is more prominent, and others in which the potential influence of other indigenous languages seems to be more prominent.
16
TH -18 TH CENTURY: THE GRAMMATiCALiZATioN oF THE PLURAL WoRD AS A RESULT oF CoNTACT WiTH PoRTUGUESE
According to Lemos Barbosa (1956) , during the development from tupinambá into Brasílica, the word eta was commonly used for highlighting plurality. this change is analysed here as a grammaticalization of the noun etá 'many' into a plural word that no longer accepts person markers. Based upon the social background in which Brasílica was spoken in the 18 th century, the typological properties of the languages involved, and similar cases described in literature, it is possible to ascribe this change to the influence of Portuguese on Brasílica. the social background, which shows that there was ample opportunity for language contact between Portuguese and Brasílica, was discussed in detail in the overview of the social history of nheengatú above. in this section, first, the typological properties of Portuguese and Brasílica are presented in more detail. And then, similar cases found in literature are presented.
in current Brazilian Portuguese, plural is marked in the nP, and by agreement in the VP. in the nP, nouns, determiners, and adjectives carry plural markers in the standard variety of Portuguese. in non-standard variety of Brazilian Portuguese plural can be marked only in the determiner. in the VP, verbs may, depending on sociolinguistic factors, agree with their subject in number (scherre; naro, 2013; 2014) . due to the lack of sources of 18th century Portuguese spoken in the Amazon region, we can only assume that plurality in nouns is marked similarly for the variety of Portuguese that Brasílica was in contact with.
recall that before contact with Portuguese, tupinambá is documented as a language in which plural is not marked (Anchieta, 1990) . After two centuries of contact (in the 18th century), documents of Brasílica (the descendent of tupinambá) show a plural word. it is then plausible that this change (i.e. the grammaticalization of a plural word) is induced by contact with Portuguese.
the grammaticalization of eta into a plural word is not only a characteristic of Brasílica, but is also observed in other tupi-Guarani languages, such as Chiriguano, tapiete and Ka'apor (rose, 2012) . in (30) the use of -reta ~ -re in tapiete is exemplified. in (31) the use of the clitic ta in Ka'apor is exemplified 21 . 21 Ka'apor also has the word (h)etá 'be many' as a stative verb (for details, see Lopes 2009 ).
22 Lopes (2009) refers to Kakumasu (1990) as the source of example (31). However, a bibliography entry for Kakumasu (1990) is not mentioned in Lopes's work, but Kakumasu & Kakumasu (1990) is. Hence we presume that Kakumasu & Kakumasu (1990) is the source of the example. in Lopes (2009) , the abbreviated form Q means 'quantifier'. 23 some of them, however, can understand Baniwa or Warekena, due to the contact to the elderly people. 'white men' (González, 2005) the grammaticalization of cognates of eta as plural words in Chiriguano, tapiete, Ka'apor and nheengatu seems to be an independent instance of contact between these languages and the colonizers' languages: Portuguese, in the case of Brasílica and Ka'apor; and spanish, in the case of Chiriguano and tapiete.
THE 19 TH CENTURY AND oNWARDS: THE EMERGENCE oF NUMBER AGREEMENT AS A RESULT oF THE CoNTACT WiTH ARAWAKAN LANGUAGES in the 19
th century, a pronoun indicating third person plural emerges in nheengatu. the third person plural pronoun aita was registered in different varieties of the language by Hartt (1929 ), tastevin (1923 ), Barbosa rodrigues (1890 ), stradelli (1929 , among others. the fact that the same pronoun was found in different varieties indicates that this form had emerged in an earlier period.
As has been shown in the fifth section of this article, around the beginning of the 20 th century, the 'third person plural' pronoun aita was grammaticalized into a clitic. from that moment until the 21 st century, this clitic has evolved into prefixes indicating third person plural. the grammaticalization of the clitic ta= into prefixes is very recent, since the prefixes occur in the nheengatu spoken by the younger generation, but not in the variety spoken by the older generation. thus, to understand the grammaticalization of aita into prefixes, the social context in which the older generation acquired nheengatu should be taken into account. the older speakers of currently spoken nheengatu were born around 1930. Most of these speakers do not speak any Portuguese. they have reported that they were born in bilingual societies; speaking nheengatu and Warekena in the case of the inhabitants of rio Xié, and nheengatu and Baniwa in the case of the ones from rio içana. the subsequent generation, born around 1950, did not acquire the Arawak languages (Baniwa and Warekena) 23 . thus, it was around the 1950s that the language shift took place. According to the older speakers, the contact with Brazilian Portuguese took place later. A similar process of language shift is supposed to have taken place among the Baré people in an earlier period.
this historical background is important to understand the context in which the rise of number agreement occurred in nheengatu. the grammaticalization of aita into the clitic ta= started with the old generation who speak both one of the north-Arawakan languages and nheengatu, and do not speak Portuguese. thus, this process cannot be only related to Portuguese, but may have occurred as a grammatical replication 24 of the languages from which they have shifted, i.e., Baré, Baniwa and Warekena. the description of these three languages supports the hypothesis that the rise of number agreement was a change induced by the contact with the Arawakan substratum (or even adstratum, since Warekena and Baniwa are still spoken in the region). Baré, Baniwa and Warekena all have third person plural prefixes and allow null subject, as given in (32), (33) and (34) below.
24 the term is used in the narrow sense of the transference of grammatical meaning (including grammatical meanings or function) or combinations of meaning, as defined by Heine and Kuteva (2005, p. 2-3) . 25 in Aikhenvald (1995) , the abbreviate form means 'declarative'. 26 in Aikhenvald (1998) , the following abbreviations are used: fEM 'feminine'; nf 'non feminine'; nonACC 'non-accusative'; PAUs 'pausal marker'. 27 i am unaware of studies on number agreement in the variety of Portuguese spoken in são Gabriel da Cachoeira. during a trip to the region in April 2013, i observed that speakers of nheengatu, when speaking Portuguese, mark agreement between the subject and the verb even in informal conversations. 28 in writing, the nheengatu speakers from rio negro and rio içana use the form <tau-> as a prefix of third person plural active. Even if the contact with Baré, Baniwa and Warekena was prominent as the trigger of the process, the contact with Portuguese cannot be disregarded. in the variety of Portuguese spoken in são Gabriel da Cachoeira, number agreement is often used 27 . As stated in 5, number agreement between the verb and its subject nP is not obligatory. However, in contexts in which the speakers are more aware of the way they speak, they avoid sentences without agreement. for instance, in elicitation, speakers always give sentences with number agreement. Also, when the speakers write in nheengatu, they consistently mark the plural in the subject nP and in the prefix of the verb; even when the ita 'plural' and third person plural prefix are contiguous 28 , as illustrated in (35). Based on the data from Arawakan languages and from Brazilian Portuguese, it seems reasonable to suppose that the emergence of number agreement is a result of the influence from both Arawakan languages and Portuguese.
CoNCLUDiNG REMARKS the case of nheengatu helps to fill a hiatus in the studies of grammaticalization by showing the first complete process of change: from a language in which no number as a grammatical category is found, into a system in which number is such a pervasive category that it has a role in agreement. in stark contrast with other cases of grammaticalization discussed in (Lehmann, 2002) , the grammaticalization of nheegatu is a remarkably short process. this is used as support for the idea that this change was induced by language contact. the described result of the supposed contact with Portuguese was rather slow: four centuries were necessary for a rather small change, with relatively small typological impact, to take place. from the 19 th century onward, the main typological changes have emerged: the rise of third person prefixes and the rise of agreement. this paper presents evidence that these more pervasive changes are a result of the language shift from Arawakan languages.
it is also important to understand that the rise of number agreement in nheengatu is not an isolated fact in the language structure; it may indicate a complete reconceptualization of the number category, which includes changes in the patterns of the use of verbal number (Cruz, 2014) , changes in the properties of numerals (Cruz, 2013) , and the emergence of countable and uncountable noun distinctions (Cruz, 2011, pp. 164-5) . However, these changes are left to future investigations.
the case presented in this paper helps to demystify the idea that grammatical transfer can take place only between languages that are very similar typologically: even though tupinambá was typologically far from languages that have number system, a number agreement system has emerged in its descendent language, nheengatu. We hope that by presenting the nheengatu case, we inspire future researchers to take into account language contact as a possible way of explaining the development of grammatical structure over time.
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